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The functions of a Mechanical Engineer have expanded during 
recent years to limits beyond those existing in the mind of the casual 
observer. These changes have been brought about by the increasing 
complexity of engineering demands. 
Senate Bill No, 74, Acts Regular Session, 46th Texas Legislature: 
An Act defining and restricting the practice of professional engineering 
in the State of Texas defines 
"The term professional engineer • shall mean a person 
who, by reason of his knowledge of mathematics, the physical sciences 
and the principles of engineering, acquired by professional education 
and practical experience, is qualified to engage in engineering practice 
• . . . . . • • • such as consultation, investigation, evaluation, 
planning, designing or responsible supervision of construction in 
connection with , . , machines , , , when such professional service 
requires the application of engineering principles and interpretation 
of engineering data." 
The above is a rather comprehensive statement but does not 
completely cover the functions existing during many relationships between 
an engineer and his client. 
It is the purpose of the author to develop through references 
to his personal experience in practice sane of the broader aspects 
MechaniceJ. Boglneer's expanded functions, as well as to show tha't.,|̂ s 
experience qualifies him as &J^^i^&s±ona3. Engineer, This, thesis'will 
%r>llBit^ld^to those experiences related to til inveatiflticai of an 
internal combustion engine model which resulted in the redesign of same 
into a test engine with rather peculiar limitations: (a) the principles 
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conceiyed by the inventor were to be rigidly adhered to, (b) the working 
capital at hand was limited, (c) the inventor and his brother were and 
are not familiar with general engineering principles and at times provided 
active opposition to the utilisation of sound procedure* 
It is not possible within the limitations of this paper to give 
sample computations of all the work necessary during the design* Certain 
of these calculations were done by Ifr* Sherwood and are not pertinent* 
Some ps^ers which contained calculations were lost by Ur* Sherwood and 
by ttr* Harold F* Shepherd* 
The author wishes to acknowledge his appreciation for the 
assistance during the investigations, design and testing procedure of 
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INTRODUCTION 
In March, 1938, Mr, E. E, Heuschober of Fort Worth, Texas, 
requested that the author investigate his invention of an internal 
combustion engine. The idea of the engine as conveyed by his sketches 
failed to indicate anything of promise. Upon a subsequent visit, he 
displayed a small wooden model and extended an invitation to accompany 
him to Fort Worth and see the model engine. His progress up to that 
time is of interest as it bears upon subsequent work with him: 
1, He had used the base, crankshaft, connecting rod and lubrica-
tion accessories of a second hand engine, 
2, He used the "fit and try" method, making parts similar to 
those of the motor boat engine where possible, varying the design only 
where his conceptions dictated. Where a part was cut too large, he 
trimmed it down; where it was made too small, he discarded it and made 
a larger one, 
5, His first assembly developed an interference, which cracked 
a head. The next few trials developed other difficulties. Eventually, / 
j0^' 
he assembled parts which ODerated with moderate smoothness, 
4. He disclosed his model engine to Mr, John W, Herbert, a 
Fort Worth oil operator, who contacted a testing laboratory in Ajistin, 
Texas. The quotation for a block test seemed too high to the inventor, 
Dr, Porter Brown, a physician in Fort Worth, suggested that the inventor 
contact Southern Methodist University for advice. 
i 
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5« The engine was mounted on a lathe stand In the private machine 
shop in Fort Worthy in which he had done his time consuming labor. 
Several weeks later the author visited this shop with the inventor > 
who cranked the model engine with ease and braked it with a plank applied 
to the flywheel* It stalled rather quickly. After starting the engine 
and observing its operation, the author dismantled it and inspected it 
thoroughly* Its simplicity was very evident. However, a number of 
reservations were made as to the correctness of certain principles* 
The author returned to Fort Worth at a later date with a prony 
brake and made some rather rough test runs* Results of these were 
submitted to the inventor« The author accepted the inventor's propo^ 
sition, which was to redesign the model engine, maintaining the original 
concepts, and, in every possible case using existing parts, thereby 
holding down the cost; to prepare only what blue prints were absolutely-
necessary; to supervise the assembly and test of a test enginer all in 
conteBQ>lation of the development of a commercial engine* 
The author arranged to have a Southern Methodist University 
instructor, Mr* N* P* Sherwood, assist him on the project* 
in this paper, the three engines will be designated as follows 
(a) the model engine, Mr* HeuschoberU; (b) the test engine, the au^ysT's 
design; (e) the commercial engine, the Lufkin engine* 
• / 
At the outset, the author*• contract was with Mr* Heuschober 
personally* Later it was transferred to the Heuschober Sngineering 
Corporation* Under both arrangements it was necessary to work under 
strictest economy* 
MMiiai 
]fr« John W, Herbert > who had become financlall/ Inter eat ed In 
the Heiischober Corporation, wrote the author urging that a complete 
test be made with the model engine before any redesign was attempted* 
A photostat copy of this letter and of the report to Ur* Heuschober 
concerning estimates is included in this paper* (See page 4.) The 
figure of $10,000 was based upon the assumption that the first design 
would not fully test the principles and that at least one or two 
revised designs would be required. Fortunately, the actual cost of the 
design, fabrication and test of one test engine was slightly over $5,000. 
The design and drafting were accomplished in about six weeks by 
the author and Mr» Sherwood. Pattern making, foundry work, machining 
work and assembly took about ten weeks* The author supervised these 
procedures and at times assisted in machining and adjustments. All of 
this work was done in Port Worth. 
Because of the opening of the fall session of Southern Methodist 
University, the test engine was set up in the Mechanical Engineerings 
Laboratory at this school, where tests could be made conveniently in 
spare time by Mr. Sherwood and the author. 
After reports of the tests had been submitted to the Board of 
Directors of Heuschober Engineering Corporation, Mr. Sherwood was | 
I 
employed by them to lay out the original plans for the commercial '̂  
' engine. After long negotiations, the commercial engine was licensed 
for manufacture to the Lufkin Foundry and Machine Conqsany* Their 
chief designer was at that time Mr. H. F. Shepherd. According to 
lir* Heuschober, only thirteen cooplete engines were built before 
•* « 1 
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prioriiy on certain materials caused cessation of production, Lufkin 
tiimed their attention to war contracts upon which priorities were not 
so strict. 
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INVBNTCB'S MODEL AND ITS PRINCIPtBS 
The inventor presented to the author the principles as outlined 
belowy using a wooden model with a sliding piston moving in a slot on 
a wooden boards upon which the cylinder^ head and base^ were outlined 
in ink* It served to show his initial idea upon which the Heuschober 
model engine had been built* This wooden model has since been broken 
and hence could not be photographed for this paper* The author has 
prepared drawings modified from the inventor's patent application* The 
modification is necessary because the patent application contains 
changes which resulted from the author*8 investigations and reconmenda-
tions* 
The invention related to internal combustion ez^ines, particularly 
to the two-stroke cycle, with the purpose of providing a simple, 
ine3q>en8ive, durable engine having a minimum number of moving parts* 
It provided a means for the elimination of cremk case coispression 
with its dilution of lubricant, by utilising an inside chamber to 
produce pre->coii$>re88ion of the air-fuel mixture* The accoopanying 
turbulence would cause more coiqplete mixing of air and fuel, and 
insure more complete coodmstion* It also provided cooling of the 
piston while preheating of the air-fuel mixture* 
4 
Figure 1 is an elevation of the model showing the piston in the 
head end position* Figure 3 is an elevation of the model showing the 
piston in the crank end position* Figure 2 is a plan view of the 
cylinder and piston* 
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Ths engine consisted of a cylinder 1« a removable head 2, and 
a crank case 3* The cylinder was provided with a by-pass chamber 6 
positioned on the side thereof and formed Integrally with the cylinder 
so as to register therewith at two ports ̂ 7 and 8« On the opposite 
side of the cylinder 1 from the by-pass chamber was an exhaust port 9 
and an Intake port 10* The exhaust port 9 and the Intake port 10 
were provided In the cylinder 1 with the exhaust port on top# The 
by-pass chamber 6 was formed to extend almost one-half of the circum* 
ference of the cylinder• (No device was provided for the varying 
of the by-pass displacement volume*} The piston 12 of the motor was 
provided with a relatively long skirt* A disk shaped member 15 was 
rigidly positioned \jpon the motor frame so that it would telescope 
into the skirt of the piston 12 and served to form a chamber 5 inside 
the piston 12* This disk was supported by a pair of columns 16 
attached to disk at 17 and to the frame at Id* When the piston 12 
was in its uppermost position In the cylinder> as shown in Figure 1, 
fuel mixture passed through the intake port 10 of the cylinder and 
into the chamber 5« A port 13 was provided in the skirt of the 
piston 12 which registered with port 10 of the cylinder 1* As the 
piston passed downward to the crank end position in the cylinder« 
the mixture in the chaoiber 5 was forced into the by-pass 6 through 
first the ports 14 and 7 and then through port 14 of the piston 
registered with the port 8 and allowed the air-fuel mixture to pass 
through the by-pass 6 into the combustion chamber 16 by way of the 
by*pass port 7 and over the tap of the piston as shown by the arrows 
in Figure 3* The exhaust port 9 has beftn uncovered and the fuel 
mixture entering will force out the burned gases^ scavenging the 
mmm^iimmmmmmmmmmimtltmt^ mmmmimmmmtHiM 
cylinder. The inventor claimed that the air-fuel mixture drawn into 
the chamber inside the piston not only would cool the piston head 
but also would more completely vaporize the air-fuel mixture before 




PRELIMINARY SURVET OF THESE PRINCIFMS 
The author had agreed and signed a contract to develop the test 
engine based upon the inventor's principles. After some more carefully 
conducted calculations and sketching of layouts (since the writing of a 
paper on the subject was not conteô jlated at that time> these layouts 
and calculations were not preserved), it seemed that the port 10, 
Figure 1, could not be made ample to pass sufficient air-fuel mixture 
to develop maximum output* The time for flow of mixture through port 10 
was limited to the time that it would register with port 13 in the 
piston wall* Also the exhaust and intake ports were on the same side of 
engine, limiting the height of port 10 and suggesting the probability of 
congestion of equipment and some considerable inconvenience in installa* 
tion* The inventor asserted emphatically that the simplicity claimed 
for his principle would be invalidated by any deviation from his original 
concept* His brother, who had become financially interested, supported 
him« Ifr* Sherwood supported the author's contention* 
The author spent some time in working out a number of alternate 
arrangements* The one that appeared most logical was most sitaple* At 
length it was agreed to run a simple prony brake test on the iBodel engine 
and then rn^^e the suggested change and run a similar test* The inventor 
acquiesced* Ifathematics and formulae and suppositions as to installation 
convenience were meaningless, bat a performance test appealed to hio* 
The coiî >arative tests showed an increase of 50$̂  in developed horsepower 
with the suggested change* (Original arrang^nent, 1*2 horsepower at 
1000 r«p*ffl«| substitute arrangement, 1*8 horsepower at 1000 r*p.m*) 
''diiiiiilti^^ iiwiiiiiijiMwiiiiawiiiii^ 
The inventor enthusiastically agreed to abandon the original arrangement 
and accept the substitute* 
The substitute arrangement merely called for closing up port 10, 
Flgiire 1̂  and placing an opening 11^ Figure l^, In the by-pass chamber 6* 
The opening 11 was sui^lled with a check valve 19 leading to a carburetor. 
As the piston moved upward during the compression stroke of the engine, 
the inner chamber 5 was enlarged causing a lower pressure, which caused 
the check valve 19 to ̂ en and pass the charge of <dr*fttel mixture into 
the by-pass chamber 6 and on through ports 8 and 14 into the inner-
piston chamber 5* This suction operation could occur during the whole 
time from the closing of port 7 \mtil the piston reached top dead center* 
Upon the beginning of the downward or power stroke of the piston, the 
pressure in the inner-piston chamber 5 and the by-pass chamber 6 became 
greater than atmospheric and the check valve 19 closed* All other 
virtues of the inventor's principle were retained, and the disadvantages, 
starving of the engine and congestion of space, were eliminated* 
Another feature of the inventor's model engine which caused 
concern was that of the proper volume for the bywpass chamber 6* Since 
the model engine was so constructed that no data concerning temperatures 
and pressures in the internal and by-pass chaiobers as well as in the 
cylinder itself could be measured, the only avenue available was that /"̂  
0^ 
of making some conservative guesses* A number of trial calculations 
with maximum and »»<r'̂ "'<« eoflsbinatlons of temperatures and pressures 
were made by the author* From these, limiting volumes were computed* 
Then the author proposed building \spon the by-pass side of the test 
engine a variable volume chamber which could be varied and used to 
determine the proper by-pass volume for best performance* This device 
jg- -j-to-g" -nnra 
contributed valuable information during extended study by ]fr« Sherwood 
and Ur« H« F«. Shepherd of Lufkin Foundry and Machine Con̂ âny in the 
layout of a coomeroial engine* 
Another element in the inventor's model engine where improvement 
seemed probable was in the matter of determining the proper size of 
ports: (a) intake port from the carburetor U , (b) ports interconnecting 
by^pass chamber with inner-piston chamber 8 and 14^ (o) intake port from 
by*pass chamber to combustion chamber 7> (d) exhaust port 9* 
It seemed a sound procedure to use a number of removable plates 
each with a different sisse hole for (a), and to vary carburetor settings* 
A number of removable liners for the cylinder with varying sices and 




developments• Baaic Investigations were jsade in most cases by thi 
author ifho turned them over to Mr. Shen»ood for routine analysis* A 
number of fine suggestions came from Mr* Sherwood, more as he grew 
into the investigations* In practically every case, these were left 
with him for anlysis unless the author seemed better equipped for 
analyzing the elements involved* Drafting was done by both men. The 
greater part of the assembly and adjustments were made by Mr. Sherwood, 
who had better shop training and experience as a mechanic. The author 





After the decision to use standard parts in an effort toward 
econooj' was made> the problem became that of designing all new parts 
to fit in a satisfactory manner* Complete sets of precision measuring 
instruments were not ayailable at all times and some substitute methods 
were invoked. The connecting rod, which was purchased with the crank 
case assembly, was analysed to determine its inertia effects* The rod 
was weighed on calibrated scales* Its center of gravity was determined 
by balancing on a knife edge* Its period of oscillation was determined 
by the laboratory method of suspending it on a knife edge and setting 
it in motion with a maximiim deviation from the horizontal of 4*5 and 
determining ths time for 20 cycles of oscillation* This operation was 
repeated 10 times and the average period was computed* The compound 
pendulum formula was used to determine the second momant of mass* Prom 
this value, the center of percussion was computed* The inertia effects 
of the elongated piston were calculated from estimated dimensions in the 
preliminary investigations* The dimensions of the crankshaft and the 
counter balance were measured, the masses were computed and ths system 
was set up for graphical solution in accordance with principles outlined 
in Ham and Crane*s "Mschanies of Machinery*" This analysis indicated -
that some unbalance would exist* A notation was made to make a change 
in the counter balances if the engine when tested should vibrate . 
excessively* The inventor ts model engine did show violent vibration 
at speeds over 1000 r*p«ffl* Since the test engine was to be designed for 
Clarence W* Ham and S* J* Crane, "Ifechanics of Machinery," Second 
Edition* 1938* Chapters nil and XIV* 
m i M 
17 
1000 r«p.m«> no dangerous vibration was anticipated. Even at higher 
speeds during tests^ the test engine ran in a stable manner* 
The face plate of the crank case was slightly irregular in 
contour* A **rubbing><* as it is often termed> was made of this surface 
and the cylinder casting was designed to fit* A photostat of this 
^rubbing" is shown on Page IS* 
A spring loaded check valve assembly was found in a Junk yard by 
Mr* Heuschober* This served satisfactorily as an intake valve between 
the carburetor and by->pass chamber* *iRubbings** were made of the faced 
surfaces of this assembly* The by-pass chamber W£i8 designed to fit and 
a special carburetor connection was laid out for casting* Fortunately^ 
the springs of this check valve performed satisfactorily without 
redesign. 
Of the many variations i^ch were considered following the 
preliminary layouts > some seemed advantageous and were adopted* From 
step to step^ the inventor insisted upon personally checking layouts 
in order to be certain that his original ideas were being maintained* 
And since he was the inventor^ his ideas were always considered and 
used when feasible* The patience of the author was severely strained 
many times* In the cause of harmony^ the policy of going carefully 
into each step with the inventor and finding explanations which 
would appeal to his resAon was followed* His active imagination 

























DESIGN PB0BUSU5 M D IHSIR TBEATHEtTT 
At the outset the author made an attempt to find out from 
authoritative sources some demonstrated principles for use in the 
design of the type of engine at hand* Dr« Bay L* Sireigert, of the 
Georgia School of Technology^ was consulted at the meeting of the 
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education at College Station^ 
Texas^ June> 193^* Dr* Sweigert suggested that the author write to 
Professor Ben G« Elliott> of the University of Wisconsin* After 
reading Professor Elliott's text^ "The Gasoline Autoinobile>" and 
finding no assistance^ the author wrote him for suggestions. His 
associate^ Professor E* T* Hansen^ answered this letter. The 
desired information was not available. Photostats of the corre-
spondence are included in this paper> pages 20 and 2X* Neither the 
books by Counter nor the thesis Professor Hansen mentioned could be 
procured for use during the suooer. 
A similar request to Professor Howard S* Degler, University of 
Texas» received a similar reply* The suggestions made in his answer> 
photostat copy, page 22, proved to be of no assistance* 
Attack on the probleos in general was based upon assumptions 
of probably conditions and approximations as outlined in a number of 
examples to follow* Some source material gave suggestions of methods 
of attack* Credit is given as coiq̂ letely as possible* 
4^ 
George W. Hobbs, Ben G. Elliott and Barl L. Consoliver, «^e Gasoline 
Automobile," Third Edition, 1924« 
Uj 19» 1936. 
Proi. Bm G. E l U o t t , 
D«^t«rta«&t of ••e^aaleAl E^iB<^*rlBCt 
mirmrsi%9 <^ HaMttsia, 
tbdittoo, flaeoaalB, 
D««r Prof eseor S U i o t t , 
I Ml ••17 Buca Intoroetad la g^ttlBC a ll&t of 
Mure* MitiNrlml 00 two strok* cgrelo ^f'Soliaa mkgijim d e s i ^ , I aa 
p^jr%ienXmrl^ imXmr—tmA la ili« d^fcifn of iort« , both iat'ike ncd axh ust, 
psr i lonl tr ly ifi r«C<^ to ilM pro^or slseA for •coooaleal results at 
•arioiMt tpooda of tHo « i f iM and i s regard to the bact prassures for 
MftiraafiBC* I ^To foQad d i f i e u l V ^ finaing aay •ary daflnlta 
lAforBatioA along Uiaaa aad otiiar l inas . 
t •m aeeloaiac « staaptid, addrasaod aoTolopa 
fMr jottr roply* I ao^ld appraelata ereatOy aflijr au^ga&tiotta vMeli 
jroQ a i ^ t Mtka ciileh «oiild <iiiaU.a me tc bacura the abora inforaatioii, 
X hava fimt taxt 00 tha Gasoline Aiito«oblIa, 
%ttf do Bot floA ^ttita tba aatarlal on Uia t i o c>troka c y d a ^rot a^is. 
f wmld appradata /oiar aaggaatioaa ht /our a&rlia^t eoDTenie&ee, 
•at)^ Ira]^ jowrat 
M0iu 
lajrll* l i t i o i ^ ^ady 
INpartofi ^ Haobaiiical Sngin^arlnc* 
Soittli«m tat^idiat OnlTarsitj. 
-* '* * 
« 
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THB U N I V K R S I T Y OW W I S C O N S I N 
OIPARTMINT OW MICHANICAL. INOINItRiNO 
MADISON 
MECHANICAL CNaiNIININO aUIUDINO 
UNIVIMITT AVtNUI vUZlO 9 * 1 9 3 8 
Prof• Ray A. Matson, Head 
Dept. of Mochanloal Engineering 
Southern Methodist University 
Dallas, Texas 
Dear Mr* Matson:— 
Your letter of May 19 to Prof. Ben G. Elliott 
requesting Information on two-atroke cycle gasoline engines has 
been referred to me. iiy delay In answering has been caused by the 
usual press of work that comes at the end of the school year. 
I doubt that I can give you the liiformatlon 
desired. I became Interested In this type of engine about a year 
ago, and was faced with the same problem. There Is apparently very 
little design Information on these engines published. The New York 
office of the Society of Automotive Engineers has a list of 
published papers on the subject, but whether It will give you the 
information you desire Is a question. The only book on the subject 
that I know of Is **The Two-Cycle Engine" by C. A, Gaunter published 
by Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. of London In 1958. "Small 
Two-Stroke Aero Engines" by the same author was published in 1936. 
The first book gives some Infoinnatlon on port design and timing 
with tables of values for English engines. The second booft 
describes recent types of English aero engines. 
During the last year I have been making a 
study of the cylinder and crankcase pressures of a 2-port and a 
5-port two stroke cycle motor by means of a balanced diaphragm 
Indicator. The motors were single cylinder, air cooled with a bore 
of 2t" and a stroke of 1-3/4**• \Nhlle the work contemplated on the 
motors is not finished, the first phase, covering the characteristics 
of the two stock motors is reported in a thesis, a copy tit which I 
shall be glad to loan you. Future work on the motors is to cover 
the effect of variation of air flow resistance and timing of the 
ports and variation of the crankcase clearance coluae on the perfor-
manoe of the motors. When this is completed, I hope to have 
information on design of ports and timing for various speeds^ 
The thesis copies will be available in about 
two weeks, and I shall be pleased to send you a copy if you wish. 
If I can supply you with any further information, I shall be 
pleased to do so. 
Yours very truly. 
E. T. Hansen 
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The preliminary calciilations for anticipated power output of the 
test engine at rated speed of 1000 r.p.m. with a 3 1/4" x 5 1/4" 
cylinder were made with the following assumptions: 
The effective stroke was considered as that portion of the piston 
stroke which occurred from closing of the exhaust port to top dead center. 
Se ~ ^a ~ ̂ ex« The effective clearance was then based upon this 
effective stroke. The effective displacement and the clearance volume 
were computed from the effective stroke and clearance, respectively. 
Exponent n = 1,30; pressure at the beginning of compression stroke. 
PA ~ 1^ pounds / sq, in. Absolute; pressure at the end of combustion, 
PQ = 300 pounds / sq, in. Absolute; actual stroke, S = 3,25"; exhaust 
a 
port height, P^^ = 0.5"; effective clearance c^ = 25^. 
Effective stroke, Sg = 3,26" - 0.5" = 2,75" 
Effective displacement, V^^ = (1.25)(2,75") = 3,438" 
Effective clearance volume, V.^ = (0.25)(2.75") = 0.688" 
Pressure at the end of compression, 
V. .1.5 PD = PQ (-"V̂ -) = (300) (0.2) • = 37.2 pounds / sq. in. Absolute 
Pressure at the end of the effective expansion stroke (as the 
V J- 2. 5 
exhaust port opens), Pg = P̂ ^ (-Au.) = (16) (5) * = 122 pounds / sq. in. 
Absolute. 
Then, the net work per stroke frcsn the closing of the exhaust 
port to the opening of same (the pump work during the time of scavenging 
was neglected since it was assumed that this would be small as well as 
difficult to compute with certainty), 
m. = 
V p_ n-l 
(Pc - p ) — 2 _ ( D) ^1 
^ ^ (1728) Pc 
1 - n 
( 5.7w57.2xQ'^ T 
.144) (500-122) ̂ 1̂728̂  300J^ 
(1 - 1.3) 
Pi^!i^PP^IBIiBB^"WP 
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= 137 ft. pounds / stroke. 
At 1000 r*p«m.| the indicated horsepower 
(137)riC)00) ^ . ^ 
l*np* « 33000 • 4«15 np« 
At an asstimed mechanical efficiencj^ m s 85^^ the calculated 
brake horsepower is 
b.hp. Z (4a5)(0»85) S 3.53 hp. 
The author advised Ur* Heuschober that the assumptions were 
optimistic and that only 2*5 horsepower should be expected* Since 
this value was higher than the 1*8 horsepower that had resulted from 
the tests on the model engine with the intake port changed over^ he 
was aatisfdLed with the progress. Later^ tests -with natural gas as a 
fuel in the test engine showed results of 3*53 brake horsepower at 
1000 r.p.m. corrected to standard S.A.E* conditions. However> these 
tests were under conditions which would not be existent in practice 
as outlined in the section^ <*Test Work and Reports." 
The method of effective stroke and displacement used in the 
calciilations is described bj Hamilton^ although he does not give it 
this name> nor apply it as herein proposed. This method was used also 
as a way of comparing other types of two-stroke cycle engines on a 
power per cubic inch displacement basis. 
In the design of the intake port leading from the pre-̂ compression 
chamber to the cylinder > reference was made to "Internal Cond̂ ustion 
Engines >" by Streeter and Lichty« 
Erwin H. Hamilton, "Elementary Thermodynamics of the Automobile Engine," 
FtTsi Sdition, 1922. pp. 195-197. 
Robert L. Streeter and Lester C. Llchty, "Internal Combustion Engines," 
Fourth Edition, 1935. PP 388-390. 
•mrewiiiriiiiiiiimn'irtir itiTlitt<i«ii[iiiniTiiiiiiiggli«iiinJigiai^^ :nTilJ,igi}ii|iii£t--i[l! If inir-i-iL.-iMirif milirMiri iiJiijIigiillpiiBP •lBMli;ilffMgiJLar'ntii''fgJw'^nrW^^^^ 
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As in conventional types of engines, this port is opened and 
closed by the operation of the piston. The attached Figures 52 and 5b 
serve as illustration of the principles utilized. The port opening at 
any crank: angle is determined graphically or analytically by laying out 
the position of the top edge of the piston with respect to the port 
(Figure 5a). The first part of the port to be opened is the last to 
close and remains open a greater length of time than any other part of 
the port. 
The amount of air-fuel mixture that will pass the port at a 
certain pressiire difference is governed by the port area and the 
coefficient of discharge. As the area is constantly varying, the mean 
port area for the period the port is open must be determined. Let the 
port openings be plotted as ordinates and the corresponding crank angles 
as abscissas (Figure 5b), The crank angles are proportional to time 
with a constant angular velocity of the crank. Integrating for the 
area under this curve and dividing by the diagram length results in the 
mean port opening. Multiplying this by the port width gives the mean 
port area. 
/ 
The area under the curve in Figure 5a may be found as follows: 
The port opening at a given crank angle depends upon the height 
of the port and the distance the piston moves from top dead 
center before uncovering the port. Let the distance from the 
top dead center to the top of the port be m, the distance the 
piston travels from top dead center for a given angle 0 be s, 
When s is greater than m, the port opening will be s - m as 
shown in Figure 5b, 
.<0-' 
The differential area, dA, is eacpressed as 
dA = (e :=i.m) de 
The total area under the port opening curve from 0-,, the opening 
angle, to 6 , the bottom dead center angle, is equal to 





8^ the distance the piston travels from top dead center for a 
given angle 0 Is expressed as 
2 
de 
s = r(l - cos 9) + -7- (1 - cos 26) 
where r =rcrank radius 
L = connecting rod length 
il = M [ r(l • cos 6) + -|j (1 - cos 26)1 de - m I ̂  
"*" t.2 2 1 ®2 ^ 
=-re • r sine + -J? ® - *|r sin 28 - n9 
®1 
^2 2 
=r (r + - ^ - a)(62 • ®l) + ' slnê ^ - - ^ sin 26̂ ^ 
since Og -180®, 8lne2 = 0 and sin 282 = 0 
«2 
A ="Ki (82- 8^) + r ainQi + - ^ sin 28^ (Inch radians) 
nhere Kn ^ (r + •£- • m) — 57«3 deg.rad.** 
8 =̂  degrees 
The mean port opening 
P m = | p ^ inches 
The solution Is made for the opening period* The closing period 
Is Identical and the same mean port opening results* 
The mean pressure required to transfer a given charge through the 
Intake port depends t9>on the mean port area^ the time It Is open and 
coefficient of flow* As above stated, the mean area Is found byjBultlply^ 
Ing mean port opening bj the circumferential length of the port* The 
time maj be determined from the total crank angle, that the port Is 
open, 2(62* 62̂ ), and the engine speed* The coefficient of flow will 
depend upon the approach to the port, such as smooth or sharp edges. 
29 
or angles, and is in the range of 0,6 to 0,8. 
The mean pressiire as found by the above was used in determining 
the volume for the precompression chamber. Inasmuch as assumptions of 
temperatures and pressures were made, the validity of which the author 
was not certain, a chamber was designed for varying the precompression 
volume. This is considered at a later point. 
The following calculations were made for a number of port heights 
in accordance with the foregoing theoiy; 
r = 1,625", L = 8.5" assume p = 1", m = 3.25 - 1 = 2,25 
r2 2.645 
L.tiLr-5 = 1.625 + (4)(8,51_~__2^5 ^ _ 0,00954 
57.3 57,3 
at e3_ s = m = 3,25 - 1 = 2,25 
2,25 = 1,625 (1 - cos 6) + iii§?§l! (1 - cos 2 9) 
(4)(8.5) 
,5475 = - (1,625) cos 0̂ ^ - (0.0777) cos 29 
By trial substitutions 9 = 108® 
Assume p = 0.75", By same method as above, 9i = 117.5® 
Assume p = 0.50" Q^, - ^^^^ 
Assume p = 0.25" 9 = 144,5« 
P = 1", 9^ = 108« 
Area = (-0.00954) (72) + (1.625) (.95) + (0.0777) (-.675) = 
-0.687 + 1.545 - 0,0445 = 0.8145" radius • 
p„ = iM14§li57^3l = 0,648" 
^ 72 




d sin 8 sin 2» K h \ ^2 Area Ifean Port 
Opening 
Inches deg* deg. «rad. It 
1,00 108 0.950 -0.573 -0.00954 72 0.8145 0.648 
0*75 117.5 0.887 -0.819 -0.01391 62.5 0.507 0.465 
0.50 129 0.777 •0.978 -0.0182 51 0.2595 0.2915 
0.25 U4.5 0.581 -0.987 -0.0226 35.5 0.0667 0.1155 
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In order to strengthen the liner wall, the circumferential 
width of the port was made th&t of fiye axial ports, distributed over 
150 • These ports represented about 75/6 of the total circumferential 
length, see Figure 6. The net circumferential length was taken as 
(.75)(150)(IT)(3.25) _ ^ ^, 
•̂ -̂  553 3.2« 
An engine speed of 1000 r.p.m. was assximed. Atmospheric pressure and 
a temperature of 150^ F« was assumed. Displacement of 3.25« x 3.25^ 
cylinder -. (^)(3.25) _ 27.9 cu.in. Weight of air in this volume 
4 
- S&Sig^)- "•°""°>"'-" 
for p = 1« 
Mean port area = (0.648)(3*2) = 2.075 sq.in. or 0*01441 sq.ft. 
Density of charge= (^^) (1.05)(10)"^ = 0.065 pound / cu.ft. 
27 • 9 
Time of port opening = (̂ i|7?) ̂ j^Q = ̂ *^^ ^ second 
l£ean rate of flow at which charge flows into cylinder 
= (1.05)(10)"^ pound / 0.024 second 
-3 




The mean pressure difference may be determined from the formula 
w = 18,5 Aĵ  c y h^d where 
w = mean rate at which charge flows into cylinder 
Am= mean port area, sq.ft. 
c = coefficient of flow 
hw= mean pressure difference, inches H 0 
d = density of charge, pounds / cu.ft.^ 
For p = 1", 
0.0457 = (18.5)(1,441)(lOj'^CO.6) / hw(0.065) 
fTA = (0.0457)(10)^ ̂  0^2762 
^^^ (18.5) (1.441) (0.6) 
1, = ^!^I^f^^ = 1.168 in. H^O = 0.0421 pound / sq.in. 
" 0,065 '^ 
By similar calculations 
For p = 0.75", ji = (1,055) (10)"^ sq.ft. 
t = 0.0282 sec. 
mean rate of flow = 0.0604 pound / sec. 
and h^ = 0.1089 pound / sq.in. 
For p = 0.5", Am = (0.648) (10)"^ sq.ft. 
t = 0,017 sec. 
mean rate of flow = 0,0618 pound / sec. 
and h^ = 0.42 poun(^ sq.in. 
For p = 0,575" A^ = (0,4595)(10)"^ sq,ft. 
t = 0,0145 sec. 
mean rate of flow = 0,0724 pound / sec, 
h,̂  = 1,25 pound / sq,in. 
For p = 0.25", Ajp = (0,256)(10)""^sq.ft. 
t = 0,0118 sec, 
mean rate of flow = 0,089 pound / sec, 
and h^ = 5,59 pound / sq.in. 
/ 
Calculations were made for 1200 r,p.m,, which resulted in the 
following values of mean pressure difference for the port heights 
assumed: 
P = 1", h^ = 0,0622 pound / sq.in. 
P = 0.75", h^ = 0.175 pound / sq.in. 
P = 0.50", hi = 0.605 pound / sq.in. 
P = 0.575", h^ = 1.80 pounds / sq.in. 




The Intake vias designed with an approach inclined at the same 
pitch as the top of the piston head to direct the incoming mixture 
upward and increase the efficiency- of scavenging* This method is 
suggested by Judge in reference to the design of Diesel engines employ-
ing the tiiro-stroke cycle. 
By-pass calculations: Figure 7 presents a diagrammatic 
representation of the volumes used in the calculations made for the 
by-pass problem* The volumes indicated represent: 
7j^ = displacement volume inside piston 
V|l z= volume under dome of inside piston head 
Vjt = clearance volume inside piston 
Vp = volume of three ports between Inside piston volumes and 
bywpass chamber 
VQ = pre-conq^ression space volume 
Vo = clearance volume in by-pass adjustment cylinder 
T«= variable (displacement) volume in by-pass adjustment cylinder 
^BF ^S '*' ^v ̂  ^C ~ ̂ ^*^ volume in bywpass 
D = diameter of inside piston chamber 
= 3.25 - (2)(0a875) = 2^975'' 
Yp= (2i87?)^^ P*^5? = 21.4cu*in* 
Vu = 0«685 cu.in* (from estimated dimensions available) 
T^= {2>87S)^ (0.2?) = 1.64 cu.in. 
4 
7p= (arc length)(wall thickness)(port heights) 
= (3.2)(i +3|)(|+ |+i|)= 0.60 cu.in. 
•c^" (2»5)(4»5)(1#25) = 14«05 (estimated dimensions available) 





p-|L = 14 pounds / sq.in. Absolute 
P - P^= 2,6 pounds / sq«in 
P^ = 16,5 pounds / sq.in. Absolute 
k = 1,53 
VT = 21.4 + V cu.in, 
-•- 2 
\ (n) 
21.4 + V2^ (1Q.5) 





V^ = fi±S = 86 cu.in. 
2 0.24 
V-j_ = 85 + 21.4 = 106.4 cu.in. 
Assumption II 
P, = 14 pounds / sq.in. Absolute 
P - P, = 11 pounds / sq.in. 
P = 26 pounds / sq.in. Absolute 
5ki±^^ (J5 ̂  = 1 
V ^ 14 ^ •̂• 56 
21 4 
V- = ^ = 38.2 cu.in. 
2 0.66 
V-ĵ  = 38.2 + 21.4 = 59.6 cu.in. 
Vjj + V^ + Vp + Vgp = V^ 
VBP = V^H-\-Vp 
For assnnqptlon Î  
VBP = 86 - 0.686 - 1.64 - 0.60 = 82,075 cu.in. 
For assumption II, 
Vgp = 38.2 - 0,685 - 1.64 - 0.60 = 35.325 cu.in. 
iiMi.Mm..-jijmLMJK>jmJmr 
% 
For asstunption I , 
Vs + Vy = 82,075 - 14.05 = 68.026 cu. in. 
For assumption I I , 
Vg =s Vy = 38.2 - 14.05 = 24.15 cu.in. 
Then for Vy = 0. Vg = 24,15 cu. in, 
A3 = (4.5) (5) = 13.5 sq . in . (From work sheet) 
Ls = -^^i5 = 1,79 in . depth of by-pass adjustment cylinder flange 
13,5 
Vy = Vgp J - Vgp j j = 68,025 - 24,15 = 43,875 cu,in, adjustment 
in by-pass adjustment cylinder. 
L7 = 2a- = ^45.875U4^ = 6.22 in . 
Av (3)2 
Ly = length of piston travel in by-pass adjustment cylinder 
to give limits assiuned in Assumption I and II, See photostat of blue prints 
of by-pass adjustment cylinder, Page , The dimensions used varied 
somewhat from the first calculated values as given by these sample 
Cfiilculations. 
The design of the port 14 in the piston and 8 in the cylinder 
between the inner piston chamber and the by-pass chamber resolved itself 
into a number of considerations: (a) the weakening of the piston and 
the cylinder by the port area, (b) the matter of finding a maximum 
average effective port area, (c) finding a design which would cut down 
wiredrawing. 
Consideration (a) was solved by making the total port area into 
a number of smaller ports with the metal between the smaller ports acting 
as beams. This is shown in a development of the piston wall, Page , 





cylinder for drilling and cutting out the ports. 
Consideration (b) iras solved b/ aseuoing a number of variations 
of port sizes and calculating for each combination the port opening 
areas while the piston moved on the suction stroke of inner chamber 
piston* These areas were plotted against the crank angle and the mean 
ordinates determined* The mnyl mm average port opening determined the 
dimensions used in the test engine design* 
Consideration (c) was solved bj specifying the removal of burrs 
and smoothing of sharp edges* Careful inspections of this were made* 
The design of the exhaust port 9 in the cylinder wall was solved 
by selecting a port height such that the port would open by action of 
the downward motion of the piston slightly before the intake port 8 was 
uncovered* This allowed the pressure to lower in the combustion chamber 
and started the exhaust gases in motion before the air-fuel mixture 
entered* The scavenging probably was completed before the exhaust port 
was closed* However> it was thought that the preventing of flowing 
exhaust gases into the by^pass ohaBft>er with possible backfiring was more 
important than the possible inefficiency from the loss of air*fuel 
mixture through the exhaust after scavenging* No complicated design 
on exhaust ports was made: An exhaust pipe was specified for carrying 
the blue ecjdiaust gases a short distance away from the engine* 
The combustion space 16 was dependent upon (a) the shape of the 
cylinder head^ (b) the shape of the piston head* 
Since it had been decided to use water cooling in the test 




engine, the cylinder head was laid out as shown in photostat copy of 
the cylinder head, Page 39. No particular design forimilae were used* 
The purpose of the engine was to test the inventor •s principle, and 
there was not sufficient time to experiment or to even investigate 
the literature on this subject* 
The piston head was designed as shown in the photostat copy of 
the piston head. Page 42. The steep curvature of the lip toward intake 
tended to throw the incoming air^fuel mixture upward and to blow 
combustion gases downward and out the exhaust over the more gradual 
sloped portion of the head* This is a common form of piston head and 
is tised in many small engines* 
The model engine used only two posts or columns 16 to position 
the rigid piston 15 inside the engine piston 12* The inventor had some 
difficulty in avoiding interference with the connecting rod* Two point 
suspension is not a sound method* Three point suspension is ideal, but 
space conditions would not permit* The author made a "rubbing** of the 
top of the engine base, and plotted the path of the connecting rod* He 
designed a pair of plates which were placed in the manner of shims 
to which four bars were attached by lock nuts after screwing the upper 
end into tapped holes in the rigid piston 15* This method was used 
likewise in the commercial engine by Ifr* Shepherd* The photostat of 
the work sheet of this "rubbing" is shown on Page 42* 
Due to the unorthodox nature of the Heuschober principle, the 
rigid piston had to be placed inside the piston sleeve* The wrist pin 
bosses in the elongated skirt interfered with assembly at one end and a 
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. '̂  
not be constructed idth a thickness as small as that of the piston 
sleeve* The combustion and Inertia forces ifould cause failure b7 
tearing out the skirt* The walls of the piston sleeve could not be 
made thicker (a) without reducing the volume of the Inside chanber, 
(b) without Increasing the mass of the piston (already greater than 
an orthodox piston because of the elongated skirt)* 
The Heuschober model engine had a head machined as a separate 
part to fit on the sleeve and pinned radially from the sides* All 
stresses were carried by the pins* 
This general method with slight changes as shown on photostat 
of the blue prlnt> Page 41^ was used on the test engine* The sleeve 
and the head were each slotted so that the head was pressed down on 
the sleeve and turned through an angle of 45 Into a recessed groove* 
Coaxial pins were driven to hold the head and sleeve rigidly keyed 
together* The pins took only Initial low stresses applied during assem^ 
bly* The stationary dlaphram was Inserted with oil rings In place 
before the head was keyed to the sleeve* 
The piston base was assembled to the lower end of the piston 
sleeve In a similar manner* 
The piston sleeve was more easily fabricated separate from both 
head and base* The ports were cut as easily as holes in any cylindrical 
barrel* A idiotostat of the teo9>let for cutting is shown on Page 45* 
The repair in three days of the failure mentioned in the letter 
from Lion Oil Company, photostat copy on Page 73, was possible because 
of a similar method of assembling the head to the piston sleeve, as 

i Bill! !L".-t J P 
46 
shown on photostat of the elevation of the Lufkin engine. Page 72, The 
pins were removed by drilling with an undersized drill and by picking 
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Ur« Heuschober arranged for a local pattern maker to make all 
patterns for the blocks heads (cylinder and piston)> piston sleeve^ 
ejchaust plate^ pre^compression chamber coupling^ C7linder> piston^ 
cylinder liner, stationary piston, auxiliary intake bonnet, and 
carburetor connection. The pattern for the block presented the only 
real difficulty* This problem is discussed in a later paragraph* 
The foundry vhich Ur* Heiischober first contacted to make the 
casting delayed so long that a second and smaller foundry was employed* 
The principal difficulties resulted from the vork of a moulder of slight 
e3q>erience* The cores for the interior space in which the liner was 
to be placed were not rigidly positioned* These cores drifted during 
pouring and the walls between the water Jacket and the liner cayity 
tapered from the correct wall thickness at the top to wall thicknesses 
at the bottom of 1/16" on one side and 3A^* on the other* The 
moulder placed an extra core through the wall of the water jacket 
to fix the offending core* This left a gaping hole which rendered 
the second casting useless* These difficulties occurred while 
Mr* Sherwood and the author both were absent* Upon their return, they 
showed the moulder how to anchor the cores into position with wires 
and nails* These were strong enough for that purpose jmt small enou^ 
to offer little obstruction to the flow of water through the jacket* 
The machinist who had worked with Mr* Heuschober during his 
«trial and error* effort was en^loyed to do all machine work* The 
principal difficulty in his work was the result of using national fine 
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taps for tapping hdles in the alundnum casting of the block* These 
taps have threads of depth too small to allow proper tightening and 
to stand constant Insertion and removal during ad̂ justment and test 
operations* The remedy vihich was used^ drilling the holes larger 
and tapping with national coarse taps^ is not to be considered as a 
recommended practice* The earl^ troubles in foundry and machine 
shop impressed upon the engineers the need for constant supervision 
and inspection when poorly trained workmen were eoployed. It 
became evident that the use of cheap labor is at times poor econoiqy* 
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ASSSKBLT PROBI£US 
The assembly of the test engine was carried on slisultaneously 
with some of the later inspection work. There were a number of points 
where some difficulties in assembly were anticipated. Fortunately, the 
checking of dimensions during design and the careful recheck of certain 
layouts, such as those depending upon "rubbings** of the standard parts 
(discussed previously) precluded serious difficulty. It had been 
extremely difficult to predict the ê qjansion of parts in high ten^era-
ttire localities, but the atten̂ yts which had been made to allow for this 
proved to be so close that fits were corrected by additional grinding 
and lapping* The greatest difficiilty occurred In the overheating which 
came from the use of the lubrication system of the standard engine crank 
case* This system caused trouble throughout the first part of the test 
period. The extra length of the piston skirt presented a greater sur-
face to be oiled than the pump capacity provided. In the later part of 
the test period, an electrically driven auxiliary oil pun̂ j was provided. 
Since the Heuschober principle to be tested had no relation to the oil 
pomp, this added accessory presented no effect upon the validity of the 
test. Consideration was given to a method of introducing oil through 
small holes to be drilled into the side of the walls of the block below 
the level of the exhaust port but this was not done. Piston rings were 
used both on the piston proper and on the stationary diaphram* A later 
patent claim of the inventor provided for passing the lubricant to the 
rings in the stationary diaphram throu^ one of the stud bolts used 
for positioning the diaphram, a threaded tube being ea^loyed. 
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A 
TEST mm mD REPORTS 
At the end of the summer of 1938, both Mr, Sherwood and the author 
returned to duties at Southern Methodist University. The assembly of the 
test engine had been completed and the engine had been run in for short 
periods at low speeds. However, no actual tests had been made. 
The engine was moved from Fort Worth to the laboratory of the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering of Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas in order to simplify the testing program. } ^ , Sherwood was 
retained by Wr, Heuschober for doing the actual testing work. Through 
the coirc-tesy of Mr. Stanley Patterson, Superintendent of the Plant 
Department and Instructor in Shop Practice in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, temporary connections to the gas lines were provided for 
testing with natural gas in addition to gasoline. 
The author served in advisory capacity to the routine testing and 
was present and assisted during any test which was to be reported to the 
Heuschober Engineering Corporation. ll?ritten reports were submitted by 
him after each test. Statements were made concerning progress of the 
tests at regular and called meetings of the board of directors and of 
the stockholders. 
It was originally contemplated that an elaborate study be made of 
results from the use of a number of cylinder liners varying the port 
heights throughout a considerable range and the speed throughout a range 
from ̂ 00 to 2200 r.p.m. However, the board of directors decided after 
reviewing a number of the author's reports, which had indicated optimistic 
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results, that the Heuschober principles had been sufficiently established 
and that further testing of the test engine would be unnecessary. Their 
pleasure was that design work should be started as soon as possible upon 
a size that could be offered for service in the oil pumping field. The 
author suggested that the first design be another single cylinder engine 
which could develop approximately 25 horsepov;er at a speed in the range 
of 400 to 600 r.p.m., and that a multi-cylinder engine be delayed until 
test data be compiled on the larger size. 
The author was too involved in administrative duties as well as 
class instruction at Southern Methodist University to assume an active 
part in this next step. From time to time the author was called upon for 
consultation, Mr. Sherwood took over the design of the larger test engine, 
which became the basis of the ccsimiercial engine discussed in a later 
section. 
Figure 9, Page 59, shows the arrangement of apparatus used in the 
laboratory tests during the fall of 1938. The engine was allov̂ -ed a 
further running in period during which unofficial observations were made 
of its performance. The lubrication difficulties, previously noted, 
made their appearance. After numerous attempts were made to make the 
original oil pump deliver sufficient oil at great enough pressure to 
supply lubrication to the upper rings of the long skirted piston, the 
auxiliary oil piomp shown diagrammatically on Figure 9 was installed. 
Holes were drilled in the piston at points which did not interfere with 
porting but through which oil could pass to the upper rings during the 
slow speed portion of the stroke near bottom dead center. Only two sets 
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adjustment cylinder was used to find a setting at which the performance 
was optimum. It was the opinion of the author that much more information 
of value could be gained by contintiing the use of the devices which had 
been designed for the purpose of finding the proper port heights and 
by-pass chamber volumes for each speed. 
Two sets of test data which were made during the test period are 
shô vn by photostats on Pages 62 and 65. The graphs showing performance 
curves for each of these tests are shown by photostats on Pages65 and 66, 
Letters to the President of the Heuschober Engineering Corporation 
accompanying these graphs are shown by photostats on Pages Bland 64. 
The testing work was slow since it was done at times which would not 
interfere with regular school duties. 
The carburetor which was chosen for the test did not function with 
satisfaction. This was not entirely due to the design of the carburetor 
but rather to characteristics of the test engine. When the main piston 
commenced its compression and a low pressure developed in the inner 
piston chamber, the check valve responded quickly and the immediate 
suction on the carburetor line set the air-fuel mixture in sudden motion 
which pulled an over-rich mixture from the carburetor. The raw gasoline 
in this mixture settled out inside the by-pass chamber forming a pool tjy 
the end of each test run. 
%^ 
This situation influenced a change in test procadure. Until thf 
proper type of carburetor to handle a liquid fuel could be found, all 
tests were made with natural gas. A comparisOTi of the two sample tests, 
of which results are attached, shows a decided advantage with natural gas. 
The gas mixing valve was more easily controlled so that a proper mixture 
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of gas and air could be supplied. Since simplicity is of more importance 
than economy in a situation where the fuel is plentiful and inexpensive 
but access to repair parts is lacking, economy information was not 
stressed on all tests. 
As stated above the tests were discontinued before the end of the 
year 1958 and a beginning made on a larger test engine to be used in the 
gas and oil fields. The study of this phase was made by Mr, Sherwood 






APPUCATION OF TEST ENGINE TO lATOUT OP LUFKIN ENGINE 
The test engine furnished not only a satisfactory proof of its 
principles to the board of directors of the Heuschober Engineering 
Corporation but also the basic design for the commercial engine developed 
for the Lufkin Foiindry and Machine tfforks \sy Ifr* Harold F* Shepherd. 
Two photographs of the Lufkin engine 1914-1915 are shown on 
Pages 70 and 71* This engine is a two cylinder two^stroke cycle unit# 
It has 7 3/4* bore and 9" stroke with a normal rating of 50 horsepower 
at 500 r*p*ffi« and a recommended maximum 60 horsepower at 600 r«p*m« The 
complete power unit^ including clutch, water puBsp, radiator, air cleaner 
but without the sheave, weighs 5720 pounds* It was designed to operate 
either as a gas engine or^ by changing to high compression heads and 
replacing the magneto with a fuel injection pump, as a full diesel. 
A vertical section of the engine is shown on the photostat. Page 72* 
A section drawing of the crankshaft is shown on the photostat. Page 73* 
An elevation is shown on the photostat. Page 74* 
A coiiQ̂ arison of these sections with the design sheets of the test 
engine indicates that the conosrcial development followed closely the 
design of its prototype* A nujiil>er of variations, however, may be notedt 
In order to utilize the Heuschober principle in the multi«*cylinder 
engine, the following problems needed solutions intake from the by^pass 
chamber to the combustion chamber in one cylinder occurred simultaneously 
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Tdth intake from the carburetor pipe into the bjn-pasa chamber for the 
other cylinder* A design which was proposed to meet this situation is 
shown on the photostat. Page 76« In this the bypass chamber is divided 
into two chanters. The lower one is connected directly to the carburetor 
intake and sealed from the other cylinder* The upper one is common to 
both cylinders* A rotary valve, to be externally operated, connected 
these chambers alternately with the inner cavity of the piston* 
The solution adopted by ttr* Shepherd utilized two grid type valves 
which performed the desired function automatically* These are shown 
at «x» and • y on Page 72* 
The piston head design on the Lufkin engine is in accordance with 
Ur* Shepherd's own words in "Diesel Engine Design*** 
"Much ingenuity and more imaginative effort have been wasted 
on the profile of the deflector on the piston head* A simple 
arc of a radius equal to the inlet port length extended perhaps 
10 percent by a straight line seems to serve as well as anything* 
"If the deflector is \ised at all it is best to extend it all 
around the piston • • • • to preserve the symmetry of the crown*" 
It is to be noted that the horsepower recommendation of the 
fflanuf6ieturer as quoted above at given speeds indicate the sams constant 
torque characteristics found in the test of November 18, 1938, Page 66* 
The author received a solicited letter from lfr« John X* Catlin, 
Chief Produetlen Engineer of the Shuler Unit of Lion Oil Company, 
Eldorado, Arkansas, ndiich expresses favorable comment on the six Lufkin 
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engines in operation. The photostat of this letter is on Page 78. 
The repair of the second failure listed, a loose inner piston, was 
made possible by the method used on the test engine being retained on 
the commercial engine. 
March 15,1P46 
Ifr* R«7 M* Matson 
Dapartanent Of lieohanlcal Enginaerlng, 
Southarn Methodiat Univaraitx, 
pallaa 5, Texas 
on 
Dear Mr, Metaont 
In regard* to your favor of February 28th. refferdlng the Lufkln 
engine* We are glad to furnish you with the following infonnati 
regarding our experience with ttls engine* 
We are operating s i x 50HP twin cylinder vel^tical Lufkin engines 
tl-at were put in to operation 4-15-^4, 5-29-44, 9-29-44, 11-4-44, 
10-2-44 end 5*8-45 respectively* One of the engines broke a water 
pUBp coupling and waa down 55 hour a, while a new coupling was 
ohtained fron Lufkin Texaa* On one of the other engines the inner 
piston came l o o s e , requiring the engine to be down for 72 hours, 
ivliile repsir parts were obtsined* Bxcept for the afore mentioned 
inatances the enginea have operated continuously since i n s t a l l a t i o n 
W$ ere using the Lufkin engines to power Lufkin TC-U-54B pumping 
imits* Pu«pin« from an average depth of 6800 f t . Using 2t* tubing 
iifm f t * ot 5/4" and 2800 f t ^ Of 7/8" sucker rods snd 2i" x l t» x 
U^ S iM Axelson Insert , l i i l ^ type puaqps* Pumping an average of 
IpB iMurrele of f l u i d per day* 
The tMk$M engine compares very favorably with the type OSD Lufkin-
Ooop^»Bi*»«»*x' engine, ittiioh we are alao using* 
' • • « - • ' . ' • ' - • 
Very truly yours, 
- ' LIOILOIL OflllPA»Y_ . 
^ 
JEC/mb 
John S* Catlin, Shuler Unit 
Chief Production Engineer 
1$ 
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The term Engineer is quite diffictilt to define to the coB9)lete 
satisfaction of all concerned. IS&nj artisans as well as charlatans 
have assiimed the title and in many cases have been difficult to dislodge 
because of the lack of clarity in definition. The term Mschanical 
Engineer though still baffling, is nuch more easily defined on account 
of the narrowing of the field by the modifier, mechanical* 
The definition which has been proposed by the author is a 
combination of other definitions proposed in the past few years* 
A Ifechanical Engineer is a person who applies the principles of 
the natural and social sciences to the natural resources at his coiMand 
in order to design, produce, maintain and distribute or to supervise 
the design, production, laaintenauice and distribution by others of 
mechanical articles and services in order to satisfy the necessities, 
luxuries and whims of mankind* 
The natural sciences which the Mechanical Engineer should apply 
include matheoatics, physics, chemistry, and their various derivatives, 
such as mechanics, thermodynamics, metallurgy, hydraulics and electricity* 
Besides his mother tongue, some foreign language, psychology and public 
speaking, the social sciences, incltiding economics, history, social 
studies and management, should fiH a definite place in his kit of tools* 
It is doubtful if a large nuodser of persons could be found who 
would completely satisfy to a degree approaching perfection all of the 
above adjuncts* Certainly, the author cannot claim that distinction* 
r 
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But he does feel that he can Justify a sufficient approach to the ideals 
set forth by the above definition to merit the designation Mechanical 
Engineer^ 
The project^ which is the subject of this paper^ is the basis 
upon which the application for this distinction is supported. 
The author received at the school which conferred upon him 
baccalatireate and master degrees a fundamental training in the basic 
subjects of mathenaaticŝ  physics and chemistry^ and their special 
applications in mschanics, heat power> laaterials of construction and 
electricity. In this institution and in Normal School^ he cos^leted 
satisfactorily all of the above social science and allied requirements 
with the exception of pubUc speaking* This he gained in exbrap* 
curricular activities* 
During the progress of the design of this project^ the training 
in the field of the natural sciences was used in the choice of materials^ 
their utilization in design of the elements^ together with coiqnitations 
involving theoretical considerations and their modification to integrate 
the elements into a practical working whole* The principles of the 
invention imposed upon the work certain limiting conditions which called ^ 
for some deviation from conventional designs* In the assembly and test % 
periods of the project^ extreme care was required in dealing with 
conditions differing from those encountered in conventional equipment* 
Economic restrictions called for substitutions which woiild not exist in 
research work backed fay less limited resources* 
Practical psychology played an important part in this project* 
It would have been quite easy to disrupt the cordial relations which 
/ 
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were maintained during the design period by assuming the attitude that 
the engineer Is always right and that the untutored should accept what-
ever he proffered without receiving a reasonable e^lanatlon* Instead^ 
the author gave a respectful hearing to all suggestions of the Inventor 
and his associates and made a sincere atteaapt to furnish them with 
logical explanations for procedures In question* A similar attitude 
was found useful in deading with the various mechanics and helpers^ 
and paid dividends in gaining the interest of these workers in the 
project* 
As this frankness continued throughout the conferences of the 
design period^ the inventor^ at leasts came to a feeling that the 
engineers had some reasonable bases for their designs* Mr* Sherwood 
and the author had initially decided that controversial matters should 
be worked out agreeably whenever possible before bringing the others 
into discussions* This arrangement strengthened the position of the 
engineers with the others* Subsequent consulting work can be 
attributed to the confidence instilled by the above policy* 
As outlined in a previous section of this paper^ the aathor was 
called upon to appear before the sessions of the board of directors and 
of the stockholders of the Heuschober Engineering Corporation and 
present the progress of the project* Practical ê qierience in publie 
speaking and study of the types of indlYlduals who composed these two 
bodies combined to make this function acceptable* ^'^ 
The experience of the author in this project and others leaves 
him with the firm conviction that a Mechanical fiigineer should contin* 
ually strive to increase his scope of interests and breadth of vision* 
f 
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Only in this manner may he hope to serve In the expanded functions of 
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